
BROADENING PARTICIPATION IN COMPUTING
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CS FOR ALL



Story

▪ Computer science was originally invented to be taught to everyone 
▪ To help them learn other subjects 
▪ To support democratic ideals 

▪ Our definition of computer science has become more narrow. 
▪ Computing education is now an alternative endpoint. 

▪ Meeting the original goals of CS addresses both BPC and CSforAll
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The computer is a necessary tool for learning science, 
mathematics, or engineering

1968



1961
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“A handful of people, having no 
relation to the will of society, 

having no communication with the 
rest of society, will be taking 

decisions in secret which are going 
to affect our lives in the deepest 

sense."  



1966: Danmarks Radios Rosenkjærforelæsninger

Peter Naur (1928-2016)
Turing Laureate (2005)

... da kan man ikke være i tvivl om at datalogien må have en plads 
i almenuddannelsen.  

For at nå̊ til en rimelig forestilling om hvordan denne 
placering bør være er det naturligt at sammenligne med fag af 
lignende karakter. Man vil da nå frem til sproglære og 
matematik, som er de nærmeste analoge. Fælles for de tre 
emner er også deres karakter af redskaber for mange andre 
fag. 

Thanks to Michael Caspersen

“Once informatics has become well established in general education, the 
mystery surrounding computers in many people’s perceptions will vanish. 

This must be regarded as perhaps the most important reason for 
promoting the understanding of informatics. This is a necessary condition 

for humankind’s supremacy over computers and for ensuring that their 
use do not become a matter for a small group of experts, but become a 
usual democratic matter, and thus through the democratic system will lie 

where it should, with all of us.” 

https://di.ku.dk/ominstituttet/jubilee/dikus_jubilaeumsskrift/3.Datalogi_____l__ren_om_data.pdf


Alan Perlis

1961
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Programming changes how we understand



First published definition of Computer Science

“The study of computers and all the 
phenomena surrounding them.”
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Alan Perlis

Herb 
Simon

Alan 
Newell

Science, 1967

This is broader than how most people 
define computer science today. 

Let’s call this Computing



Definitions of Computer Science
▪ Computer Science is the study of computers and computational 

systems. (Encyclopedia Brittanica) 

▪ Computer science is the study of computers and algorithmic 
processes, including their principles, design, implementation, and 
impact on society. (Tucker, 2006 - K-12 CS Framework) 

▪ Computer science is the foundational discipline with an emphasis 
on discovery related to programming, algorithms, and data 
structures. (ACM/IEEE Computing Curriculum 2021)
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“The study of computers and all the phenomena surrounding them.” 
  (Perlis, Newell, & Simon, 1967)



Seymour Papert

Thanks to Gary Stager 11

Seymour Papert claimed “that children can 
learn to program and learning to program 

can affect the way that they learn everything 
else.”

1968



President Obama “CS for All”

Computer science (CS) is a 
“new basic” skill necessary 
for economic opportunity 
and social mobility.
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2016

Photo: ObamaWhitehouse.archives.gov



When did this become about “economic opportunity”?

▪ Forsythe, Perlis, Snow, Naur, Simon, Papert, and Newell were all 
arguing for computing education decades before Silicon Valley. 
▪ They weren’t about preparing students for software development jobs. 

▪ “The Case for Alternative Endpoints” (BJET, 2021) 
Mike Tissenbaum, David Weintrop, Nathan Holbert, Tamara Clegg 

▪ What are the goals of Computing Education,  
if not job skills?
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WHO GETS COMPUTING EDUCATION TODAY
Who gets access to these powerful ideas?
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5.6%
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https://advocacy.code.org/stateofcs



5.6%
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Texas dashboard 
accessed through the 

ECEP State Dashboards 
page

https://advocacy.code.org/stateofcs



Data and Visualization from Barbara Ericson 
and Willa Hua17
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Data and Visualization from Barbara Ericson 
and Willa Hua

If we want to teach Computer Science for All,  
we have to teach where “All” are. 
 
And that’s not CS classes.



WHAT WE’RE TRYING AT MICHIGAN
Broadening access and participation in computing
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Program in Computing 
for the Arts and 
Sciences
Mark Guzdial, mjguz@umich.edu
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What does LSA need in Computing Education?
Dean Anne Curzan and Associate Dean for Undergrad Ed Tim McKay 
charged the Computing Education Task Force 2020-2021
● What do LSA students need to know about computing?
● What classes and programs already exist?
● Where should we be going?

● Conducted dozens of interviews, reviewed hundreds of courses, surveyed over 
100 LSA faculty.

● Final report is available:
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3 Themes for Computing Education in LSA

● Computing for Discovery: Computational science enables 
new discoveries across natural and physical sciences.

● Computing for Expression: Computing has changed how 
we communicate and engage with others, from social media 
to Pixar to AR/VR.

● Critical Computing, or Computing for Justice: Computers 
and applications are pervasive in our daily lives, and thus 
have immense cultural, social, and political influence. Who is 
supported by computing, who is oppressed, and how can we 
create better models?
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Program in Computing for the Arts and Sciences
Launched Summer 2022 - me and Gus Evrard, a first-generation computational 
cosmologist. 

Our lecturer, Brian Miller, has a PhD in Music and worked as a data scientist. 
Academic Program Manger, Tyrone Stewart, has a PhD in American Culture.
Faculty teaching in PCAS come from Linguistics and Anthropology.

Goals:
● To meet the needs of all LSA students to learn about computing, especially programming. 

● To create new computing courses around the themes of justice, expression, and 
discovery. 

● To create new credentials to enhance majors and provide computing-centric minors in all 
divisions 
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Developing Courses and Minors
Course code for PCAS: COMPFOR – COMPuting FOR…

First courses were taught last year:
● COMPFOR 111 “Computing’s Impact on Justice: From Text to the 

Web”
● COMPFOR 121 “Computing for Creative Expression”

Courses introduced in Fall 2023:
● COMPFOR 131 “Introduction to Python for the Sciences.” Worked with 

faculty across the Natural Sciences to develop the new course.
● COMPFOR 101 “The Transistor Disruption: How a Tiny Tool Transforms 

Society and Science”

● Winter 2024: Introduction to R for Scientists, Python Programming for 
Digital Media, “AlIen Anatomy: How ChatGPT works” 
Developing minors in Expression and Discovery.



Formed advisory groups of faculty who self-identified as being 
about Computing for Expression or Computing for Justice. 

Created two sets of shared whiteboards of:
1. Learning objectives that were identified by the computing 

education task force
2. Student activities to support reaching those learning objectives.

• Instructions: “Please move to the right those that you think are 
important for the course, and move the left those that you think 
are less or unimportant for the course.”
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What should be in these classes? 











An Alternative Path
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History Professor, LaKisha Simmons gave me 
a list: 

1. There are things called databases. 

2. That databases, if they are designed well, 
are easy to index and to find information in. 

3. Databases could be used to automatically 
generate Web pages.
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What do Humanities Scholars want Students to Know about the Internet?



These are “advanced” topics in undergraduate CS

▪ No CS program starts there. 
▪ Everyone starts with introductory programming, 

then data structures and algorithms, 
then… 

▪ Do we have to? 

▪ Alternative Paths for Alternative Endpoints
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Supporting CSV files as databases

Thanks to Fuchun Wang
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But how are we going to do Web pages? Custom Snap Blocks!



Connecting to SQL in EBook
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Open Research Questions
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Research Questions We’re Exploring
● How can we support making the notional machines of arts, 

humanities, and sciences faculty real?  

● Are arts and humanities students and faculty getting what 
they need from these classes?

● What is the process that students follow when programming 
in these classes, and how does that interact with the unusual 
structure (e.g., multiple languages, worked examples)?
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Research Questions We’re NOT Exploring
● Do these students major in computer science or information?

● How difficult is it for these students to learn C++?

● Are they taking jobs in the computing industry?

● Are they learning how to write safe, secure, and robust 
code?



Summary: Who should teach Computing?

▪ Computing Education is different than CS Education. 

▪ Computing Education for everyone is why CS was invented. 

▪ If you want to reach everyone, they won’t be in CS classes. 

▪ Maybe CS departments shouldn’t teach everyone computing. 
But if not, then who?



Some of the Collaborators on This Work
▪ Barbara Ericson, Gus Evrard, Kelly Campbell, Miranda Parker, Kathryn Cunningham, 

Amber Solomon, Bahare Naimipour, Tamara Nelson-Fromm, Emma Dodoo, Tammy 
Shreiner, Elise Lockwood, Adaline de Chenne.


▪ Undergraduate researchers: Aryan Bannerjee, Alexandra Rostkowycz, Erin Shi, Brandon 
Geng, Jessica Zhang, Ben Steinig, Fuchun Yang, Aoife Harte, Chloe Nguyen, Kashmira 
Reddy, Kristen Taurence, Angela Li, Derrick White, Jessie Houghton.  

▪ https://lsa.umich.edu/computingfor 

▪ http://computinged.wordpress.com

▪ http://guzdial.engin.umich.edu 
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Thank you!

WE NEED TO MAKE COMPUTING 
ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE

Programming can be a Tool for Learning Anything

https://lsa.umich.edu/computingfor
http://computinged.wordpress.com/
http://guzdial.engin.umich.edu

